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Abstract— Uncertainty is one of the main problems that have
to deal robot manipulation systems in service environments. In
this paper we propose a theoretical framework to program
manipulation actions, that makes use of a priori defined ma-
nipulation primitives and sensory feedback to face uncertainty
in the execution. It also takes into account the limitation of the
robot gripper and the reactive execution of such actions. We
describe the role of different sensory data in such scheme.

Finally, a practical implementation of a manipulation prim-
itive is presented which follows the principles of the theoretical
framework. The task is the is the extraction of books from a
bookshelf, with the UJI service robot.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Management of uncertainty is one of the big challenges in
the design of robot applications able to operate autonomously
in unstructured environments like human or outdoor scenar-
ios. Robot grasping and manipulation of objects is not an
exception, but one of the fields in robotics more affected by
the uncertainties of the real world. Robot manipulators have
to deal with unknown objects which physical properties are
undetermined before hand, which location is unknown and
can vary, and which can remain in cluttered environments
where contacts with other objects can happen at any moment.
The use of sensor data, particularly contact information, is a
valuable tool to overcome these difficulties [1], [2].

The design and use of contact sensors in robot manip-
ulation applications has a long tradition that has produced
a large amount of works [3]. There is a clear distinction
between extrinsic sensors, those that measure forces that act
upon the grasping mechanism, and intrinsic, which measure
forces within the mechanism [4]. The most typical among
the former type are force/torque sensors.

We focus on extrinsic sensors, those which measure forces
that act upon the grasping mechanism, hereinafter. These are
attractive to researchers because they resemble and try to
imitate the role of the human skin, covering the surfaces that
contact the objects. Indeed, the design of several dexterous
hands have tried to include this feature [5], [6], [7]. In other
cases, commercial robot hands have been improved with
tactile devices [8], [9], [10]. The latter is our case.

Our purpose is to use sensor data as a feedback source for
grasp control algorithms, in what has been namedreactive
grasping. There are several approaches that make use of
tactile data in the feedback control loop, by implementing

Fig. 1. The UJI Service Robot.

a control law [11], a neural model based controller [12], a
fuzzy logic [5], a finite state machine (FSM) [10], and a
biological approach [7]. Interestingly, there have been also
several attempts to integrate the use of vision and tactile data
[13], [8], [12], [10].

In this paper a framework to deal with uncertain conditions
during manipulation actions by using tactile information is
presented. In section II we describe our particular experimen-
tal setup, the UJI service robot. On section III we depict the
theoretical framework that models our vision of a grasping
and manipulation for autonomous robot applications. Finally
section IV, describes a particular example of a controller
that, following the directives of the theoretical framework,
uses tactile and force/torque data to perform a complex
manipulation task.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The UJI service robot is a prototype mobile manipu-
lator designed to assist in every day tasks (Fig 1). The
first addressed application scenario is it employment as an
assistant in a public library. Its main task is to look for
books in the bookshelves, pick them up and take them to
specified locations [14], [15]. Within this application we have



Fig. 2. A detail of the tactile sensors on the fingers.

considered the use of tactile sensors jointly with vision and
force, aiming at improving the manipulation skills of the
robot.

It consist of a Mitsubishi PA-10 7 d.o.f. arm mounted
on an ActivMedia PowerBot mobile robot. The manipulator
is endowed with a three-fingered Barrett Hand and a JR3
force/torque and acceleration sensor mounted at the wrist,
between the hand and the end-effector. This sensor not
only provides a six dimensions force/torque data, but also
measures the compensated linear and angular acceleration,
which are six dimensions more.

The hand has been improved by adding on the finger
tips arrays of pressure sensors designed and implemented
by Weiss Robotics. The sensors consist of three 8 x 5 cell
matrices, that cover the inner parts of the distal phalanxesof
each of the three fingers (see Fig 2). Each cell is a square of
2.3 mm side. The sensor principle is resistive and works
with one side contacting of a carbon enriched elastomer
[16]. With this method it is possible to detect a complete
two dimensional force profile by the use of an homogeneous
sensor material which is contacted by an adequate electrode
matrix [17].

The control of these matrices and the data collected
from these cells is processed through a specifically designed
controller DSACON32 which also implements the communi-
cation with the PC through standard RS232 and USB cables
[18].

III. M ANIPULATION THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Traditionally, most works on grasp planning, analysis and
control have assumed to have a model of the object to
manipulate. This is a reasonable assumption in industrial and
controlled environments. However in service applications
this is not often the case, which causes that most of the
theoretical solutions are not directly applicable. A solution
that has been proposed to face this obstacle has been the
use of vision to reconstruct the shape of the object. This has
been successful with certain limitations in the 2D objects,
however no practical satisfactory solution has been provided
for the 3D case.

It has been also suggested as a solution to modify the grasp
algorithms to take into account a certain degree of inaccuracy
in the real conditions to make their solutions more robust.
But the inaccuracy considered is more often related with the

location of the contact points or the location and pose of
the object than in the shape of the object itself. However
the latter is most of times the main source of inaccuracy: the
sensor-based reconstruction of the object can be dramatically
different from the real shape.

Another important drawback is that often the geometry
and the kinematic constraints of the robot hand are not
taken into account. As a result many general solutions
are not applicable because they do not fit the particular
characteristics of the robot hand.

Finally, in most of the works devoted to grasp synthe-
sis, grasps are described as sets of contact points on the
object surface where forces/torques are exerted. However,
the problem considered above lead us to conclude that a
representation of the grasps based on a set of contact points
is not appropriate for autonomous manipulation tasks with a
high degree of uncertainty.

Here we propose a different approach, that describes
grasps in a qualitative and knowledge-based fashion. It
consists in thea priori definition of a set of manipulation
primitives that defines the control strategy and the sensory
feedback to use in the execution.

A. Manipulation primitives

A manipulation primitive is an abstraction of a set of
manipulation actions that follow the same control policy.
In our approacha manipulation actionis a action of the
robot which goal is to produce a certain range of displace-
ments/rotations of the target object by applying forces or
torques with a robot gripper. Grasps are a special subset
of manipulation actions that aim to constrain almost or
completely the the mobility of the object. This definition
of manipulation actions allows us to include not only the
traditional classification of grasps (power and precision)but
also other actions like pulling/pushing interactions, or the
special case that we consider in our example in section IV.

A manipulation primitive determine several key aspects
of the execution. First, it defines the hand preshape, that
is, the posture of the hand when approaching the target.
Second, and more relevant to this paper, it describes the
control strategy to be used for executing the action. This
also includes which sensor information is used an how it is
interpreted. It also determines the metrics that evaluate the
degree of accomplishment of the action.

Every different primitive determines a complete execution
control strategy. To illustrate this assertion let consider the
difference between power and precision grasps. Precision
grasps only imply contacts on the finger tips, while power
grasps use contacts on the whole hand surface, finger tips,
phalanxes, and palm. This difference is relevant for the
design of the execution controller. Roughly, for the execution
of a power grasp the hand approaches the object until it
makes contact, and then closes the fingers. However, in the
case of precision grasps, the fingers have to close at a certain
distance so that only the finger tips make contact with the
object. In the case of power grasp only contact sensor data
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Fig. 3. Barrett Hand preshapes for the different grasp types.

is necessary, while in the case of precision vision provides
information to determine how far the hand is from the object.

The set of manipulation primitives to be developed de-
pends on the particular features of the robot hand, and the
different tasks (pulling objects, opening/closing doors [19],
etc) to be performed by this hand. In any case a detailed study
of the hand constraints, objects, and tasks is necessary. An
example of an study for an anthropomorphic five-fingered
hand is presented in [20].

In the case of the Barrett hand, Miller et al. [21] present
an study on the possible hand preshapes. We use them to
illustrate a subset of hand primitives for the Barrett Hand (see
also Fig 3). In particular we only show grasp primitives, but
keep in mind that other primitives can be defined too [19].
The grasp primitives are these:

• Hook grasp: In this grasp the hand opposes the gravity.
All fingers, form a hook that would enclose a cylindrical
shaped object. The palm might exert force opposing the
fingers.

• Cylindrical grasp: All fingers close around a cylindri-
cal object. The thumb finger opposes the other two.

• Spherical grasp:All fingers close around a ball-shaped
object.

• Pinch grasp: The grasp is characterized by the oppo-
sition of the two mobile fingers The thumb does not
participate. This is appropriate to grasp small objects.

Several of the preshapes described above (cylindrical,
spherical and pinch) have power and precision alternatives,
and the hook grasp can be used for pulling or pushing [19].

Fig. 4. Schematics with the components of the grasp descriptor

Any of these alternatives defines a different grasp type and
all these possible combinations defines the set of grasp types

B. Manipulation actions

In practical terms, a manipulation action is an instantiation
of a manipulation primitive described by the following
features (see Fig. 4):

• Manipulation primitive: A qualitative description of
the manipulation action to be performed, e.g. power
grasps, pushing a button (with finger index), pulling,
and others.

• Approaching direction: Once the hand is positioned in
the vicinity of the object it approaches it following this
direction. Theapproaching line is is the path followed
by the robot hand when it approaches the object.

• Hand orientation: the hand can rotate around the
approaching direction. The rotation angle is a relevant
parameter to define an action configuration.

The generation of these actions depends on specific grasp
planning modules which principles and design are out of the
scope of this paper. For further information about the work
of the authors on this topic look at [22], [23], [19].

C. The role of sensor data

The manipulation action description depicted above only
defines a starting configuration. The execution of an action
is reactive and relies exclusively on the control strategies
determined by the manipulation primitive and by the data
provided by the sensors.

In our system we consider three types of sensors: vision,
force/torque and tactile. In robotics, visual data is able to
provide the most rich information about the environment
and task. In the framework described here, vision has a role
on three different stages: on the grasp planning phase for
extracting the relevant features of the target object [22];in
the approaching stage for servoing the arm [24]; and, in the
execution stage as a feedback for the controller together with
the other types of sensor data.

Force/torque (F/T) sensors provide information about the
magnitude and direction of the forces and moments that
appear when the robot and the object are in contact. Depend-
ing on the situation of this type of sensors the information
provided can be interpreted in a different way. One option



Fig. 5. The UJI service robot grasping a book

particularly successful is to place small F/T sensors at the
finger tips. This configuration on the Barrett Hand is used
by Platt et al. [9] to control the finger contacts on an
object in order to find a stable grasp through a sequence of
grasping/releasing corrective actions. However, in our system
a larger F/T sensor has been placed on the wrist of the robot
arm. This configuration is useful to obtain global information
about the interactions of the hand. This configuration has
proved to be useful in tasks like opening a door by pulling
the handle [15], [19].

Finally, the tactile sensors, which measure the pressure
produced along the contact surface are useful to characterize
the local information about contacts.

IV. EXPERIMENTS ON SENSOR-GUIDED MANIPULATION

In the above section a theoretical framework for au-
tonomous manipulation has been described. Here we explain
an example of implementation of a particular manipulation
task within this framework. The task consists in extractinga
book from a bookshelf (see Fig. 5). This task is one of the
basic skills that the UJI service robot needs in a library.

In this an example the manipulation primitive is not a
grasp, but a special pulling action. The goal of the primitive
is to pull a book off a shelf, while standing among other
books. The hand is placed approximately in front of the book
aligned with it. Only one of the fingers is used. It is placed on
the top corner of the target book and pulls back the book. The
force/torque sensor and the tactile sensor are used together
to reach an optimum contact, and to extract the book.

A. Force/tactile sensing integration

Our tactile sensors give us pressure information, which
is very related to the force that is being applied through
the contact, according to the expressionP =

F
A , whereP is

the pressure on the contact,F is the applied force andA is
the area of the contact surface. Thus, both force and tactile
readings are related by the contact area.

Smaller the contact surface, bigger the pressure, and
smaller the force. In contrast, bigger the contact area, smaller
the pressure, and bigger the force. Excessive pressure on
the tactile sensor must be avoided. At the same time, it is

Fig. 6. Force/pressure control law.

desired that a big force can be applied through the contact.
In other words, it is desired to apply a big force with a
small pressure. For achieving this goal, the robot must always
try to maximize the contact surface. In next section, a set
of strategies for maximizing the contact surface on a real
application will be presented, but now we will focus on
the control law that allows the robot to control its motion
according to the force and pressure readings.

B. Force/pressure control law

For the compliant execution of tasks, force control is
needed. For the particular task, there is a force reference
that the robot tries to track. When the current force is under
the reference, the control law must send the appropriate
commands to the robot in order to increase the force, and
vice versa.

When using tactile sensors along with force sensors, the
important reference is still the force reference, but we must
also take care of the tactile sensors in order to avoid excessive
pressure. Assuming that the force is applied exclusively
through the tactile sensors, we can implicitly control the
force by controlling the pressure and the contact surface on
the tactile sensors.

We propose the control law of Figure 6 for integrating
force and pressure control. As the figure shows, there is
an internal pressure control loop. It moves the manipulator
in order to keep a given pressure reference on the tactile
sensors. Around the pressure control loop, there is a force
control law that modifies the pressure reference. The input
to the whole system is a force reference. If the force reading
is below or over the force reference, then the pressure
reference is either increased or decreased. Thus, the forcethat
the manipulator applies is implicitly controlled through the
pressure. Of course, when the pressure reference has reached
the maximum pressure that the tactile sensors support, it is
not increased anymore. In this case, the only way to increase
the force is by increasing the contact surface, because the
pressure decreases with the contact area. It is for this reason
that it is desirable to keep always a contact as extended as
possible.

C. Force/pressure control strategies for the librarian robot

We have tried force/pressure control strategies in a real
application: a robot that takes out a book from a bookshelf.
We want the robot to take the book as humans do: making



Fig. 7. The experimental environment.

contact with one finger on the top of the book and making
it turn with respect to the base (see Figure 7).

We have already addressed this problem on the UJI
Librarian Robot [25], but using only force feedback. The
main drawback of this approach is that, without using tactile
sensors, there is no way for the robot to detect whether the
contact on the top of the book is good or not. Thus, until
now, we assumed that the robot fingertip was well-positioned
on the top of the book before starting the task. In the real
life, this is generally not accomplished, due to errors such
as modelling, planning, positioning, etc.

This problem has been solved by installing tactile sensors
on the robot fingertips. With them, the robot can estimate
whether the initial contact is good or not, and can make the
appropriate motion for assuring a good contact. The current
system is able to autonomously find a good initial contact
on the top of the book, even when starting on a very coarse
initial estimation. In addition, the robot performs the task
without relying on any model of the book’s height nor fixed
hand trajectory.

Three behaviors have been implemented. The first one
controls the force that the manipulator applies on the book
through the contact on the fingertip. The second one tries to
maximize the contact area in order to assure that the force
reference can be reached. Finally, the third behavior is in
charge of performing the task, i.e. taking out the book.

1) Controlling the force:This behavior acts on the con-
strained translational degree of freedom (DOF), i.e.Z axis
of Figure 7. The motion along this axis is guided through
the control law presented in section IV-B. The robot has
an initial estimate of the force that it needs to apply along
this direction in order to avoid sliding when taking out the
book. This force reference is reached with pressure control
as already explained in section IV-B. Thus, the robot will
increase or decrease the pressure made on the book by the
fingertip depending on whether the force is below or over
the force reference.

2) Maximizing the contact surface:If the contact surface
is small, the force reference might not be reached, even if the
pressure is the maximum that the sensor supports. Therefore,
it is desired to maximize the contact area in order to increase
the force upper bound. It is assumed that the first contact is
made on the top edge of the book, as shown in Figure 8
(left). As the robot has an approximate estimate of the floor
plane, this coarse initial position can be reached without
problems. When the robot, guided by the first behavior,
makes the first contact with the book, the position on the
sensor where contact has been made is used to compute a
movement inX direction so that this initial contact (i.e. the
book edge) is translated to the bottom part of the sensor.
With this, we assure that the part of the sensor over the
initial contact can be used for making contact with the top
of the book. For maximizing the contact surface on the top
of the book, two rotational DOFs are controlled around the
two axis that define the tactile sensor plane, i.e. rotation
around axisX andY of image 7. The sensor is split into four
regions by a vertical and a horizontal line. By controlling
the rotational DOFs, along with the translational constrained
motion already mentioned, the robot tries to maximize the
contact surface by searching a contact on each of the four
regions. As the contact surface is maximized, the pressure
decreases and the force can be increased.

3) Moving the hand backwards:When the force that is
being applied to the book corresponds to the force reference,
the robot starts taking out the book by moving alongX
axis (in negative sense). If enough force is being applied
downwards, the book will start turning with respect to the
base, as shown in Figure 8. If the force is not enough, the
book will slide and the robot will lose the contact. If this
happens, the robot will try again applying more force. Note
that, as the fingertip moves backwards and the book turns,
the robot may lose contact with the lower part of the tactile
sensor. In this case, the second behavior is activated in order
to maximize contact, thus making the fingertip rotate for
adapting it to the top of the book. With the combination of
the three behaviors, the robot is able to take out a book in a
robust way, without having knowledge of any book model,
and without planning a particular fingertip trajectory. The
task is carried out by tracking continuously force and tactile
information, and by defining a suitable control strategy.

D. Results

Figure 9 shows the evolution of force and pressure read-
ings during the execution of the task. First, force and pressure
are zero until, approximately, the iteration number 2000. This
point corresponds to the contact. The behaviors explained in
last section are executed in order to increase the contact area
and make the appropriate force which, in this experiment,
was set to 5N. In order to reach this force, the pressure
reference is increased online until the force reaches the
desired value of approximately 5N.

Figure 10 shows four different contact images, taken on
the first contact (top-left), on the second contact (top-right),



Fig. 8. The robot grasping the book. Left: initial contact. Middle: Maximizing contact surface. Right: doing the task.
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Fig. 9. Evolution of force and pressure readings.

Fig. 10. Some significant contact images.

when maximizing contact surface (bottom-left) and when
turning the book (bottom-right).

V. D ISCUSSION

In this paper we present a preliminary work in the use
of tactile sensors for robot manipulation in autonomous
environments. The use of sensor data is a key tool for
applications in unstructured scenarios. Here we study how
this type of sensors can be integrated in a global manipulation
system, not only from a practical point of view but also from
a theoretical perspective.

We have described a theoretical framework for the de-
scription of manipulation task based on the definition of
a priori knowledge -based manipulation primitives. From
our past experience, we have reached the conclusion that
traditional grasp planning and control schemes are not useful
in situations with uncertainty. This framework provides a rep-
resentation useful to describe grasps in such circumstances,
in a way that can be used by upper cognitive levels.

This frameworks relies on a reactive execution of manip-
ulation actions guided almost completely by sensory data.
In the second main part of the paper we have presented an
example of how these primitive manipulation skills can be
implemented for a particular task.

In the future we aim at developing new grasp activities so
our system, the UJI service robot is able to complete all kind
of manipulations successfully. We are particularly interested
in grasping objects of all kind of shapes.
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